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In paragraphs 20 and 23 he speaks of the new society in which productivity will be our
greatest pleasure. 3 In paragraph 12 Brecht speaks of our pleasure being fed from an
entirely new source, a newly developed historical sense. 4 In paragraphs 21 and 22 he
speaks of a new attitude to nature and society which will be the pleasure of the children
of the scientific age, an attitude which takes social and natural phenomena and masters
them for the good of society. He asks: "What is the productive attitude toward nature
and toward society which we children of the scientific age will want to make part of our
pleasure in the theater?" And responds: "The attitude is a critical one."s In paragraph 24
Brecht encourages theater to edge as close as possible to the apparatus of education and
mass communication if it is to find enjoyment in teaching and inquiring. And he even
states that the audience must be entertained with the wisdom which comes from the
solution of problems. 6
When Brecht claims we have not yet discovered the special pleasures, the true
entertainment, of our own age at the end of paragraph 11, he proceeds to identify the
"true entertainment" and "special pleasures" of our age as those derived from the
application of the critical attitude, the scientific method in theater and in society. When
prof. Milburn states, "The playwright of the scientific age must attempt to manipulate his
audience," I believe this is exactly what Brecht does not want. He wants the audience to
be as critical in the theater as they are in their daily occupations. He wants the theater
public to evaluate social situations and desire to improve them. But when Prof. Milburn
suggests Brecht is only pragmatically interested in aesthetic complexity, I believe, he
touches the heart of Brecht's theory. Brecht's theory calls for the aesthetic presentation
on stage of the injustices of society, its evils, its methods of exploitation, etc., in a way
that the viewer's pleasure is in recognizing these iniquities, in being objectively critical, in
desiring and working for a new social order. The end purpose of Brecht's theater is social
change - entertainment is the way to bring this change about. Therefore, neither pleasure
nor education is what interested Brecht except in a pragmatic way to alter society.
This pragmatic reading is the way to understand Brecht's statements in paragraph 14
when he affirms that the theater which will give us the most pleasure is the scientific
theater. It is also the way to understand paragraph 56 where Brecht states that the joy
which the theater must convey is the joy of liberation. 7 And it is the way to understand
paragraph 69 when he infers the theater should communicate the dialectical message of
the pleasure of seeing the possibility of change in all things (" ... Genuss an der
Moglichkeit des Wandels aller Dinge.")
To put Brecht's theory in perspective it is important to show that the "Organon,"
although Brecht's most complete single theoretical statement (1948), did not offer any
new ideas. It was simply a compendium of his sundry writings. The most noticeable
difference between the "Organon" and Brecht's earlier writings was in the new emphasis
on theater for entertainment. But this new emphasis is deceiving. As early as 1927 8
Brecht was writing about destroying the old aesthetics and replacing it with a new one,
i.e., changing the source of one's pleasure in the theater. In the same year he wrote: "I tis
understood that the radical transformation of the theatre can't be the result of some
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artlstlc whim. It has simply to correspond to the whole radical transformation of the
mentality of our time." And in the same article he writes: "The essential point of the epic
theatre is perhaps that it appeals less to the feelings than to the spectator's reason. Instead
of sharing an experience the spectator must come to grips with things. At the same time it
would be quite wrong to try and deny emotion to this kind of theatre. It would be much
the same thing as trying to deny emotion to modern science.,,9
In 1930 Brecht wrote in his notes to the opera Mahagonny, "At least, enjoyment was
meant to be the object of the inquiry even if the inquiry was intended to be the object of
enjoyment."! 0 And the final paragraph of the notes is even more explicit: "The opera
Mahagonny was written three years ago, in 1927. In subsequent works attempts were
made to emphasize the didactic more and more at the expense of the culinary element.
And so to develop the means of pleasure into an object of instruction, and to convert
certain institutions from places of entertainment into organs of mass communication."! !
Here the difference of the early Brecht from the Brecht of the "Organon" is clear. The
early Brecht was trying to change the theater, a place of pleasure, into a place of
instruction. The Brecht of the "Organon" was trying to make an object of instruction, his
theater, a source of pleasure. What may sound like a reversal of position is just a change
of emphasis, but essentially little change at all. Brecht's article of 1936, "Theater for
Pleasure or Theater for Instruction," tries to answer the criticism that his work was too
didactic and he responds: "Well, all that can be said is that the opposition between
learning and amusing one's self is not laid down by a natural law which has existed and
must always exist."! 2
Brechtworked on his theoretical writings up to his death. In the years 1952-54 he wrote
additional notes to the "Organon." These notes intensify the didactic elements and are
closer to the position of his earlier days than his somewhat compromised attitude to
pleasure in the "Organon." In these appendices Brecht suggests giving up the name of the
epic theater, for it is too vague for the kind of theater intended. The term implies too
much "technique" and not enough of the essence of his theater: social commitment. He
comes to no other acceptable term in these appendices, but from his last theoretical
writings, "Dialectics in the Theater,"! 3 where he again expresses his rejection of the designation "epic theater" without finding a substitute, it seems reasonable to assume his new
characterization would have been "dialectical theater," a term not only from the title of
his last main theoretical works, but one he used in his early theoretical writings before
the expression "epic theater" became fixed.
What we have, then, in Brecht's theory concerning the tension between pleasure and
education is a shift in terminology and emphasis. At no time did Brecht give up the idea
of a didactic theater, and only before settling in East Berlin, with the "Organon," did he
attempt to make his didactic theory a little more compatible with Western standards.
Brecht demands a theater which releases feelings and insights which help transform
society. Here is where the rock concert and Brecht's theories overlap, although they are
not in mutual agreement. The rock concert, without showing the way to social change,
does go beyond mere criticism of society, in that it offers an alternative way of life (a
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sub-culture) to replace the prevailing one. The offering of this alternative is a positive
aspect of the rock movement even if one rejects the substitute and values only the social
stance of the rock phenomenon.
But there are other aspects of the rock concert that are difficult to see as meeting even
a radical reading of Brecht's "Organon." Prof. Milburn states the rock devotee is a child
of the scientific age. Certainly the rock devotee has grown up since the bomb and with
the bomb and with trips in space and to the moon, in a time of increased technology in
every phase of life, but is he the child of the scientific age as Brecht mean t the
expression? Is he the spectator who applies the scientific, critical method to the stage,
and is he entertained by seeing the critical method applied on the stage? Is the spectator
at a rock concert creating a new social science (Gesellschaftswissenschaft)? Does he find
his pleasure in productivity and in seeing the mutability of society on stage?
Besides assuming a negative answer to the above questions, I believe that the response
of the audience at a rock concert is decidedly more emotional than critical. The music
appeals to the feelings, not the mind. The feelings are not those, admittedly, which we
traditionally associate with the heart, but rather with the gut. Rock is a primitive,
revivalistic music of worship. It appeals to the elemental make-up of man, not to his
refined, cultivated sentiments, nor least of all to his ratio. Rock is a frenzied
entertainment of the emotions, not emotional entertainment of the mind. 14
The prevailing sentiment of the rock concert is in direct contradiction to Brecht's
naive faith in productivity, science, and technology. Our children of the scientific age
have grown up, not only with the bomb, but with pollution and material plenty as a
result of environmental destruction. Their reaction to such social problems is one of
suspicion of technology, and at times almost a religious faith in elemental solutions, a
"take-off-your-clothes-return-to-the-land" solution. Brecht's Splrlt, however, the
prevailing one in our society today, is an opposing faith that avers the solution to social
problems is in more technology.
Some rhetorical questions will point out that Brecht and rock are at different ends of a
pole. This reality may account for the fact, that, when the pole is bent the ends come
closer together than two positions near the middle of the pole. Does the spectator at a
rock concert bring with him his critical attitude of the science lab, the classroom, the
sports arena, the drawing board? Do critical judgments prevail, or do emotions run high
at a rock concert? Is the rock concert the kind of narcotic theater of which Brecht
complained? Do drugs promote a "narcotic" theater (see the prologue to the "Organon")
or a critical theater?
Even the theatrical technique of the rock concert and the epic theater are in
opposition to each other. Is the rock concert structured to play on the spectator's critical
faculty, structured to utilize it to change society (even if not to bring in a Marxist state)?
Is the alienation-effect a standard practice at the rock concert? Is the rock concert an
anti-Gesamtkunstwerk?
Admittedly the structure of the rock concert is anti-bourgeois, and it has a philosophy
opposed to the values of established society, and it attempts to change society in that it is
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opposed to the war in Indo-China and proffers a non-racist environment, but it attempts
to achieve its ends (which are for the most part, apolitical) with an appeal to the
emotions, not to reason. The use of the A-E does occasionally occur at rock concerts, but
it is a rare exception and an accidental achievement. The example Prof. Milburn cites of
the Green Machine is an object lesson par excellence of Brecht's intention. The A-E
comes about from the unexpected juxtaposition of a rock sound and the full-dress
marines singing patriotic lyrics. We associate the rhythm and electronic sounds of rock
with something opposed to the Marine Corps, and the effect is an insight into the social
incongruity of the Marine Corps. 15 However, the effect of popular rock music and the
rock concert is the exact opposite; here no alienation exists between music, song, singer,
and setting.
One notable exception to the lack of alienation-effects at a rock concert was Jimi
Hendrix' rendition of the "Star Spangled Banner" at the famed Woodstock concert. The
documentary film, Woodstock, captures this event masterfully. Hendrix' sound effects on
the guitar for the "bombs bursting in air" and his capturing of the total martial tone of
the national anthem was truly unique . It was impossible to hear the anthem without
listening, without having the meaning of the unsung words go through the mind. The
result was like hearing the hymn "for the first time." The totally familiar song was
presented in a way that evoked the entire military history of this country right up to
Vietnam. A remarkable achievement. 16
The best alienation-effect the rock concert has to offer, and the most successful
technique it has in bringing about a radical social response from the spectators has thus
far been the intervention of police. The spectator who sees himself or those around him
being brutalized or mistreated without apparent justification has really seen the sickness
of the establishment first hand at a rock concert. The radicalizing effect is near perfect,
long lasting, and objective. The violent intervention of police does not occur, however, at
most rock concerts, and it is not part of the planned entertainment.
For most examples of rock performances, Brecht's musical theories do not apply. In
the " Organon," paragraph 71 , Brecht patently opposes music as a mechanism of slavery
and insists it not be a discharge of emotion. In his "On the Use of Music in an Epic
Theater,,,17 Brecht cautions against words and music that create a narcotic effect, and he
advises the words and music should be in opposition, that the singer play against the
emotion that the music calls forth.
The rock concert is also opposed to Brecht's theories relating to the concept of the
Gesamtkunstwerk. It is a simple fact that for most groups performing rock music the
words, music, lights, dance , gyrations, movements, odor of pot, all exist to mutually
support one another, not to act against or to create tension between one another. The
fact that rock is tending more to non-verbal communication, without eliminating the
lyrics, supports this statement even more, and completely violates Brecht's dictum that
the words and music should become independent. Brecht further insists that the music
must set forth the text of the song, i.e., the words are the most important; the music is to
serve the text, and the singer is to become a reporter whose private feelings remain a
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private affair.· 8 The rock concert is, therefore, more a fulfillmen t of Wagner's roman tic
theories than Brecht's scientific ones.
The relationship of rock music to ro manticism should not be underestimated. Rock is
subjective, individualistic, simplistic, deep in Innerlichkeit, not as Brecht intended his
theater to be: objective, anti-individualistic, and scientific. Even the message of the rock
concert of universal love, pacifism, of a new sexual ethics, of hatred of social injustices,
and the hypocrisy of society , of a new utopia, is in reality much closer to the
expressionist theater and the 0 Mensch style and ethics, of which Brecht disapproved,
than it is to Brecht's theater. Stated in terms of perspective, rock looks back for social
solutions, back to the land, the Indian , the cowboy, the symplicity of pre-industrial
society (as witnessed by certain clothes styles), back to small community groups. And
rock music advocates, while looking back, the enjoyment of the present moment, with
the logic that the past is over ; the future is not yet here ; we have only now. Brecht's
theater in contrast, looks to the future with emphasis on a coming society and social
change.
In his notes to the opera Mahagonny Brecht lists points that distinguish the epic
theater from the traditional theater. In reviewing these points one can see where the rock
concert stands in relationship to the traditional and epic theater. Some of Brecht's
distinctions are
Traditional
1. provides the spectator with sensations
2. the spectator is involved in something
3. the spectator is in the thick of it, shares
the experience
4. feeling

Epic
forces him to make decisions
he is made to face something
the spectator stands outside, studies
reason.

It is this last distinction between feeling and reason where the rock concert and
Brechtian theory are most completely in opposition. Prof. Milburn admits this, in part,
when he states that the spectator at a rock concert " has no 'mind';" it is a place where
"he gets 'high' in several senses of the word." But Prof. Milburn, recognizing the
incompatibility of these facts and the need for a critical response, reasons that the critical
reaction comes later, when the rock concert is remembered. This may be his experience,
but it certainly is not mine, nor as far as I can determine, the response of others I have
questioned about a critical attitude in retrospect. The only exception being where police
brutally intervened .• 9
The rock concert and the life style of its devotees tend to reaffirm negative judgments
the audience have already made concerning society, but the rock concert does not of
itself produce any new radicals. (Certainly a point of view from which the epic theater
can also be judged.) It succeeds in radicalizing youth about as much as most religious
services, and plays the same role and fulftlls the same need to worship. The confessed
attend rock concerts out of the need to be uplifted and the need to be with their own

kind.
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Prof. Milburn
ideas in Brecht's
comparisons. It
Brecht's theories

has pointed out some aspects of the rock concert that are similar to
theories. But similarities alone are not always enough to draw legitimate
is the basic attitude of things that determines their true relationship.
and the rock concert cannot be related except on the surface.
University of Dayton

1 [Die 1 Aufgabe [der Schwesterkiinste der SchauspielkunstJ ist, die Kinder des wissenschaftlichen
Zeitalters zu unterhalten, und zwar in sinnlicher Weise und heiter." "Kleines Organon fiir das
Theater," Schriften zum Theater, VII (Suhrkamp: Frankfurt, I·VII, 1963-64), henceforth referred
to as SzT. All theoretical works cited in this article can be found in English translation in Brecht on
Theatre, ed. and trans. John Willett (Hill and Wang: New York, 1964).
2 "We need a type of theatre which not only releases the feelings, insights and impulses possible
within the particular historical field of human relations in which the action takes place, but
employs and encourages those thoughts and feelings which help transform the field itself."
(Willett's translation used; where not indicated, the translations are my own.) "Wir brauchen
Theater, das nicht nur Empfindungen, Einblicke und Impulse ermoglicht, die das jeweilige
historische Feld der menschlichen Beziehungen erlaubt, auf dem die Handlungen jeweils
stattfinden, sondern das Gedanken und Gefiihle verwendet und erzeugt, die bei der Veranderung
des Feldes selbst eine Rolle spielen."
3" [Die neue ProduktivitiitJ konnte die grosste aller Vergniigungen sein." (#20) "The new
productivity could be the greatest of all pleasures." "Ein Theater, das die Produktivitat zur
Hauptquelle der Unterhaltung macht, muss sie auch zum Thema mach en ... " (#23) "A theater,
that makes productivity the main source of its entertainment must also have it as a theme ... "
4 "So wird der Grossteil unseres Genusses aus anderen Quellen gespeist ... " "Thus the major part of
our pleasure will be fed from other sources ... "
5 "Welches ist die produktive Haltung gegeniiber der Natur und gegeniiber der Gesellschaft, welche
wir Kinder eines wissenschaftlichen Zeitalters in unserm Theater vergniiglich einnehmen wollen?
(#20) Die Haltung ist eine kritische." (#21)
6 "Dies erleichtert es aber dann dem Theater, so nahe an die Lehr- und Publikationsstatten zu riicken,
wie ihm moglich ist," and, "Sic [die Zuschauer 1 seien unterhalten mit der Weisheit, welche von der
Losung der Probleme kommt ... " "This makes it easier, then, for the theater to edge as close as
possible to the places of education and mass communication," and, "They [the audience] are
entertained with the wisdom that comes from the solution of problems ... "
7 "Wie die Umgestaltung der Nat'.lr, so ist die Umgestaltung der Gesellschaft ein Befreiungsakt, und
es sind die Freuden der Befreiung, welche das Theater eines wissenschaftlichen Zeitalters vermitteln
sollte." "Just as the altering of nature, so is the altering of society an act ofliberation, and it is the
joys of liberation th at the theater of a scientific age should communicate."
8 "Sollten wir nicht die Asthetik liquidiern," SzT, I, 95-99; "Shouldn't We Abolish Aesthetics,"
Willett, pp. 20-22.
9 "Die totale Umstellung des Theaters darf natiirlich nicht einer artistischen Laune folgen, sie muss
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einfach der totalen gelstlgen Umstellung unserer Zeit entsprechen." And "Das Wesentliche am
epischen Theater ist es vielleicht, dass es nicht so sehr an das Gefiihl, sondern mehr an die Ratio des
Zuschauers apelliert. Nicht miterleben soil der Zuschauer, sondern sich auseinandersetzen. Dabei
ware es ganz und gar unrichtig, diesem Theater das Gefiihl absprechen zu wollen. Dies kame nur
darauf hinaus, he ute noch etwa der Wissenschaft das Gefiihl absprechen zu wollen." "Betrachtung
iiber die Schwierigkeiten des epischen Theaters," SzT, I, 185·186; "The Epic Theatre and its
Difficulties," Willett, p. 23. (Willett's translation used.)
10 "Das Vergniigen sollte wenigstens Gegenstand der Untersuchung sein, wenn schon die
Untersuchung Gegenstand des Vergniigens sein sollte." "Zu Aufsteig und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny,
Anmerkungen zur Oper Aufsteig und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, " SzT, II, 114; "Modern Theatre is
the Epic Theatre (Notes to the Opera Aufsteig und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny)," Willett, p. 36.
(Willett's translation used.)
11 "Die Oper Mahagonny ist vor zwei Jahren, 1928/29, geschrieben. [Note the difference in the
translation. ] In den anschliessenden Arbeiten wurden Versuche unternommen, das Lehrhafte auf
Kosten des Kulinarischen immer starker zu betonen. Also aus dem Genussmittel den
Lehrgegenstand zu entwickeln und gewisse Institute aus Vergniigungsstatten in Publikationsorgane
umzubauen." SzT, II, 126; Willett, pp. 41-42. (Willett's translation used.)
12 "Nun, wir konnen eigentlich nur sagen, dass der Gegensatz zwischen Lernen und sich Amiisieren
kein naturnotwendiger zu sein braucht, keiner, dec immer bestanden hat und immer bestehen
muss." "Vergniigungstheater oder Lehrtheater," SzT, III, 56; Willett, p. 72.
13 "Die Dialektik auf dem Theater," SzT, VII, 223 ff.; Willett, pp. 281 ff. (incomplete).
14 It is very difficult to make any general statement about rock music because it is an amalgam of
many styles and attitudes. Some of the Beatles' lyrics, for example, are near traditional "heart"
songs while still representing original rock. Thus, it is relatively easy to fmd exceptions to weaken
any general observation about rock. I only hope, that in this article, the general discussion of rock
does not become too burdened by available exceptions.
15 It is important to point out that the Green Machine is not an exciting sound and represents a weak
imitation of the vibrancy of rock. But this banal music can be reconciled to Brechtian theory, for
Brecht mentions an amateur actor or a weak actor can sometimes produce an alienation-effect, in
that his bad performance will break the illusion trying to be created.
16 Another good example of an A-E or, in pop jargon, a "put-on" is Sha Na Na. When they perform
their fascinating and humourous imitations of early rock music, wearing Bermuda shorts and white
sweat sox, the identification between audience and performer is shattered, and one can only enjoy
the theatrics and music on an intellectual level.
17 "Uber die Wendung von Music fiir ein episches Theater," SzT, III, 267 ff.; Willett, pp. 84 ff.
18 See notes to the opera Mahagonny.
19 Those who attend rock concerts most certainly reflect on them in the days following the
performance. It is not, however, a critical reflection on social situations. It tends to be more a
nostalgic reverie of how "great" the experience was.
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